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Editorial

We invited Lorenzo Casilli, member of the Editorial.*

The future of (international)

1. As good as it gets?

On September 27, 2016, the Internation

punished the intentional destruction of 24, 2017, the United Nations Security C
the destruction and smuggling of cultur
March 30 to March 31, 2017, in Floren
Culture, together with representatives o
Italy’s Presidency of the G7, and resulted
as an instrument for dialogue among Pe

These three episodes are evidence th:
progressively becoming more aware of t
urgent need to take global common actf
fact, the shocking images from Palmyr,
several investigations show that terr
a primary target but also as potential reve

Can we therefore affirm that a new era be
gun? If so, what kinds of effects can this
lic law generally? And, finally, what is t
protection of cultural heritage can play wi

The ICC Al-Mahdi decision on the desti
gap which in the past only a few forwa
for the former Yugoslavia—were able to ev
as a war criminal, under article 8, para
who had intentionally directed “attacks a
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